MIDI-1001 Troubleshooting

Does the unit connected to the power supply have a Green Power light?

Yes

Set one unit to A the other unit to B. It does not matter which unit is A, but the other must be B

No

Check power supply cable and wires connected properly. 12 Volts on input

Is one unit set to A, and one unit set to B?

Are you using Cat 5 Cable? (no cat3 or phone wire)

Cat5, Cat5e, or Cat6 cable must be used to properly transmit the signals.

Is Cat 5 cable a straight though cable? No crossover. No router

All 8 pins on one side must connect directly to all 8 pin on other side. Cable can though a patch panel, but not a router

Are there a green Power Light unit with without power supply?

Check Cat5 cables and connector.

Are Link Link on both units?

Check Cat5 cables and connector. Make sure one unit set to A the other set to B

Are MIDI cables plugged in to correct ports? (not crossed)

MIDI OUT of instrument goes to the MIDI IN of transceiver.

Straight Cable
A-B Link ok, data ok
A-A alarm, no data
B-B link ok, no data

Crossover Cable
A-B Link OK, RX on, no data
A-A alarm
B-B Link OK, Rx on, no data
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